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AUTOMATING AND
MONITORING WATER
TREATMENT
This project allows to automatize and monitoring a treatment

water plant using the Industrial Shields equipments. 

 

Using this installation allow to the operators to know remotely

the plant status and also control all the parameters:

electrovalves, dosage of chemical products, dosing pumps

speed regulation, pH measuring, chlorin, turbidity, among

others . 

SUMMARY
This project consist on the implementation of a water

threatment station using Industrial Shields equipment.

The objective is display sensor data on a Panel PC and

also allow this system to be configured remotely. 

OBJECTIVE 

The customer needs an autonomous water treatment 

station that could be monitorized in order to access 

remotely to the data. Also it has to be easy to replicate 

across the area and allow the system to setup 

remotely. 

WHAT WE DO? 

Our customer was looking for an easily integrated PLC 

solution. The free cost of the programming platform 

was also a definitive incentive, together with the 

flexibility of the programming itself, using Arduino IDE 

for the PLC and Node JS for the user interface and the 

database. 
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OBJECTIVE
The control system implementation for water treatment must be 

able to obtain the solution composition measuring the pH level and 

chlorine level. Analog sensors will read the pH and chlorine levels 

periodically. If the quality properties of the water are below the 

minimum value, the solenoid,valves will deposit chemical products 

to be able to obtain the values that are between the allowed 

ranges. Finally, the system also needs to regulate the speed of 

dosing pump ensuring the right dose. 

 

 

In the untreated water tank there are two sensors that measure the 

levels of chlorine and pH. These values can be displayed in the 

Industrial Shields Panel PC located in the installation through MQTT 

protocol. If the values are not within the range, the valves will be 

used to correct the chemical solution. The water will reach the 

treated water tank; in this one, two sensors will check again the 

correct state of the water already treated. Using the Industrial 

Shields Panel PC you can also automate the predefined dosage 

values. 
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